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This thesis presents the development of a helicopter
gross weight calculator. Required qualities for aircraft
system com.ponents such as durability, reliability and low
weight are met using an LSI micro-processor. The proto-
type system v/hich was developed weighs approximately four
pounds and has approximate dimensions of 7" x 5" x ^" . The
cost estimate for the system, is less than $350. The cal-
culator solution is based on the solution technique currently
being used by Naval Aviators which is obtained from nomo-
graphs in the aircraft NATOPS Manual. Minor modifications
are required to make this system applicable to different
helicopter types. A listing of the calculator program and
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I. INTRODUCTION
Each type of operational helicopter employed by the
Navy and Marine Corps has an associated Naval Air Training
and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) Manual,
One section of the NATOPS Manual is comprised of a set of
charts which may be used by aviators to determine specific
values to measure the aircraft flight performance capabili-
ties. In particular, one chart provides the aviator with
a value for the maximum allowable gross weight for which
the helicopter may be transitioned from forward flight to
a hover without the contribution to lift capability provided
by an associated "ground cusion" (Hover Out of Ground Effect),
The HOGE Charts of the NATOPS Manual are in fact the primary
method presently available to Naval Aviators for determining
a predicted gross weight to hover. This parameter is consid-
ered critical to helicopter commanders for all operational
flights. A standard aircraft mission for any given day may
dictate variations in aircraft configuration due to "payload"
changes and fuel consumption. These variations are generally
not condusive to prescheduling. Atmospheric conditions and
altitude requirements are subject to significant changes dur--
ing any twenty-four hour period. These factors all contrib-
ute to necessitate continual updates of lifting capability.
The HOGE charts are generally nomographs which represent
a compilation of test data for a given aircraft type. Input
parameters to the nomograph are pressure altitude, ambient

air temperature and wind speed. To determine the gross
weight hovering capability, the pilot enters the associated
nomograph with a value for pressure altitude. The inter-
section of a line horizontal from the pressure altitude
with the ambient temperature line projected vertically
downward to the gross weight scale yields a value for the
no-wind gross weight. Determination of the temperature line,
unless it coincides with a range boundary, requires an inter-
polation process. The standard procedure for this process
is to assume that all temperature lines are parallel to their
closest boundary temperature line and that the distance
between each successive temperature line is equal. The no-
wind gross weight may be adjusted to account for wind speed.
The gross weight determined above is used as an input to the
second part of the nomograph. The graph is entered vertically
with the no-wind gross weight value. This point is moved
parallel to its closest wind line until it reaches a line
corresponding to the input wind speed magnitude. The vertical
projection of this intersection to the v;eight scale is the
maximum gross weight with which a helicopter can hover under
the given atmospheric conditions.
A sample solution is shown in Figure 1. At point 1, the
pilot enters the nomograph with a pressure altitude of 10,000
feet. He then moves horizontally to point 2, the ambient
temperature line of 15 degrees. Projecting point 2 vertically
to point 2b produces the no-wind gross weight of 7000 pounds.
To correct for a wind speed of twenty knots, the graph is

entered at point 2a with the no-wind gross weight value.
This point is moved parallel to its closest wind line as
shown to point 3 where the wind line intersects the head-
wind line associated with twenty knots. The vertical
projection of point 3 to point 3a produces a gross weight
value of 7875 pounds.
Before any landing or take off is made in a Naval heli-
copter, the aircraft commander is expected to insure, using
a nomograph in the NATOPS Manual, that the maneuver is
executable with respect to aircraft weight limitations.
Assuming he knows his present gross weight, he subtracts
it from the computed gross weight to determine if he can
land. If the number is negative, he should not land. If
it is zero, he can land but cannot increase the gross weight
before taking off again. If it is a positive number, that
is how much of a load he can safely take on.
Many times what actually happens is that either the
pilot does not have a NATOPS Manual in the aircraft or he
doesn't use it. It is much easier to rely on experience
and guessing than to read the graph. The size of the NATOPS
Manual tends to minimize its use in an aircraft cockpit.
Also, some interpolation of the HOGE charts is required.
V/ithout a certain degree of care in the interpolation
process, the resulting critical parameter will contain sig-
nificant error. Aircraft vibration plus cockpit responsi-
bilities are factors which may restrict effective chart
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therefore, may attempt to land or take off when the graph
should have told him it would be impossible. The Navy-
Safety Center states that 10?b of helicopter crashes are
caused by overweight conditions and they suspect that the





In light of the previous discussion, it is evident that
an improved technique for determining the maximum gross
weight which will still permit a hover must be developed
for cockpit use.
Under the Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrument Research
(JANAIR) sponsorship, Transonics Incorporated has developed
a Helicopter Lift Margin System (HLMS) described in reference
1, which is intended to fill this cockpit requirement.
Flight tests are currently being conducted by the United
States Army Aviation Systems Test Activity, USAASTA, at
Edwards Air Force Base, to evaluate the effectiveness of
Transonic ' s HLMS. It is claimed that this system will com-
pute the gross weight of the aircraft using analog input
from the engine and rotors. The engine inputs will tell
how efficiently the aircraft engine is performing. Rotor
input will tell .how efficiently the rotor system is lifting
the aircraft depending on the outside air temperature and
air density at that time. The pilot would input headwind
and altitude. Once the gross v;eight is computed, the
theoretical maximum gross weight computed for the given
conditions is computed. The actual gross weight is then
subtracted from the theoretical maximum gross weight. The
result is the lift margin for that specific aircraft on




Another system developed by Marconi Elliott Avionics
Systems Ltd. of Great Britain provides the pilot with a
power margin indication in terms of a ratio between the
present engine power output to maximum power output. The
Elliott Helicopter Energy and Rotor Management System,
HERMES, of reference 2, expects pilot input of temperature,
static air pressure and helicopter gross weight. The temp-
erature and pressure are used to compute engine power output
based on data from Briston-Siddeley Technical Specification
Number TSC 160 applicable to the GNOME H 1400. Using
computed power output, the maximum weight lifting capability
is computed. This value is then compared with the weight
input to determine the pov/er margin. The HERMES system is
compact and weighs approximately eighteen pounds. The
accuracy and reliability of this system as well as the
general use potential and cost are not yet available.
The advent of micro-computers with their many favorable
qualities such as low cost, high durability, low power
requirements, miniature size and light weight, along with
the fact that they are programmable, has produced a need
to examine the potential of these computers in systems
requiring these properties.
The fact that the previously mentioned systems have
been developed is sufficient to justify the obviousness
of the need. Caution should be exercised with the hard-
ware selection to insure that the operational com.puter
will best meet the system requirements.
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The intent of this thesis is to investigate the suita-
bility of the use of a micro-computer s.s an alternative
method of solution to system requirements of the type
described. For this investigation, the primary consider-
ations are the following: the system must possess an
acceptable degree of accuracy, it must produce usable out-
put, it must be adaptable to a helicopter cockpit, and
it must be competitively priced. The application discussed
here uses an MCS-4 micro-computer built by Intel, described
in Reference 3, as the basis for the design of a prototype
system which will accept a set of input parameters and





The Nomographs which are presently used by Naval Aviators
to provide aircraft performance limits were divided into
regions as indicated in Figure 3. The curve segments with-
in each region are represented in the solution by linear
approximations of those segments using the end points of
each segment to determine the respective slope and intercept.
The slope of a given segment is not necessarily equal to
the slope of the preceding segment in that region; there-
fore, slopes are adjusted using the differential slope
between two segments in a region and the associated differ-
ential temperature. For this application, the temperature
differential between any two segments is assumed to be linear.
The computed values of slope and intercept for each segment
within each region are stored in a data table.
The input temperature dictates the starting position in
the data table. A higher likelihood exists that the com-
puted value of gross weight will fall in region II or region
III based on standard day temperature and normal altitude
requirements. For this application, the first computation
uses coefficients associated with segments in region II
rather than region III, This eliminates the possibility
of three iterations to compute the no-wind gross weight.
Once the initial value for gross weight is determined, the
magnitude is compared to a test value which separates region
II from region III. In the event that the value for gross
14

weight is less than the test value, a second test is made
to determine if the gross weight is in region I. If either
test condition is met, the coefficients for that region are
used to compute a new no-wind gross v.'eight. If neither
test condition is met, the computed value is the no-wind
gross weight.
The value of no-wind gross weight is used to determine
the entry point into the wind speed correction data table.
The seven wind speed regions are each segmented at intervals
representing ten knots of v/ind speed. Coefficients corre-
sponding to segment slopes are loaded from the data table
to adjust the gross v;eight for v;ind. The wind speed adjust-
ment is made in increments of ten knots. The coefficient
is updated after each computation and input wind speed is
reduced by ten knots. The final adjustment for wind speed
is made when the current value of wind speed is between
zero and ten knots. The resultant is output as the maxi-
mum gross weight for HOGE relative to the set of input
parameters. A device which will accept the indicated in-
put parameters, operate on those parameters, and output a
value for the maximum gross weight was constructed. The
device hereafter referred to as the Helicopter Gross Weight
Indicator, HGWI , employs components available to students
at the Naval Postgraduate School micro-computer laboratory.
The hardware for the HGV7I prototype consists of an MCS-4
computer interfaced with an input-output device. The
software is comprised of a data structure, a set of sub-
routines and a main program.
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The data structure is the section of software which
is aircraft type dependent. It consists of a table or set
of tables in read-only-rnemory (ROM) containing constants
extracted from a specific nomograph. The HH-IK helicopter
was arbitrarily selected as the representative aircraft for
development of the data structure in this particular HGWI.
Further references to this particular system use the
designation HGVJI/HH-IK.
The main program is an algorithm which, using a set of
subroutines and the data structure, operates on the input
parameters to compute a solution for output by the HGWI.
The hardware, data structure, subroutines and main program
are further described in subsequent sections.
A, HARDV/ARE
The MCS-4 micro-computer set [kef. 3^ consists of the
following three chips, each packaged in a sixteen pin DIP
package;
(1) A Central Processor Unit Chip (CPU 4004)
(2). A Read Only Memory Chip (ROM 4001)
(3) A Random Access Memory Chip (RAM 4002)
The prototype also includes a keyboard type input-output
device v/ith its associated electronics. This keyboard in
the production model would have to be modified to eliminate
the illegal keys and excess Light Emitting Diodes,
1. 4004 CPU
The CPU contains the control unit and the arithmetic
unit. It works in conjunction with the 4001 ROM'S and the
16

4002 RyUl'S and the 1/C package to form a completely self
contained system. The CPU communicates with the R/J^i'S and
ROM'S of the system through a four line data bus and v;ith
the 1/0 package through ROM ports.
2. 4001 ROM
The 4001 ROM is a 2048 Bit Metal Mask programmable
ROM. Each chip is organized as 256 x 8 bit words which
contain the program and data table. Each chip also has a
four bit input-output (I/O) port which is used to route
information to and from the data bus lines in and out of
the system. The prototype uses eight 1702 programmable
ROMS. The 1702 is equivalent to the 4001 ROM except that
the 1702 may be erased and reused. Seven 4001 ROMS would
be used in the production model.
3. 4002 RAM
The 4002 RAM stores three hundred twenty bits
arranged as four registers of twenty-^four bit characters
which are divided into sj-xte^n main ^memory characters plus
four status characters. The prototype contains four 4002
RAM chips. <-' r: .L.
Input is accomplished by a standard mechanical type
keyboard in the prototype^ Output is through sixteen light
emitting diode digits which are connected to the CPU through
a shift register and a decoder/driver, as in Figure 2.
VJhen a key on the keyboard is depressed, this mechani-
cally sets up a BCD code at the output of the keyboard.
This code contains one extra bit which tells whether the
17

depressed key is a number or a control key. If the key is
a number, it is transferred, by softv/are, to a designated
position in RAM register fifteen. If it is a control key,
program control is transferred to the section of the program
which v/ill correctly process the key. Since all keys on
this particular keyboard are not required, all illegal keys
are ignored. Repeatedly during the input process, a routine
is called to display R/iM register fifteen. This display
routine sets one bit of the shift register. This bit is
shifted at every clock pulse. As the bit is shifted, the
corresponding LED is enabled. The number which is displayed
on the enabled LED is the input to the decoder/driver.
This input comes from the enabled position of RAM register
fifteen. The enabled position of RAM register fifteen is
controlled in the same manner as the enabled LED. Each
position of RAM register fifteen will contain either a
BCD zero through nine or a fifteen. BCD digits are dis-
played on the enabled LED as decimal digits, while a fifteen
is displayed as a blank.
Because the shifting is so rapid, it appears to the
user that the whole decimal number is being displayed at
one time. In actuality, only one digit is being displayed
at a given instant by the DISPLAY routine.
B. DATA STRUCTURE
Tv/o tables of data are required for the HGWI/HH-IK.
One table is a four by fifteen array which contains the
constants required to compute the no wind gross weight.
18

There are four twenty-degree temperature ranges depicted in
Figure 3, where temperature units are degrees centigrade.
Range 1 is from -45 to -25 , range 2 is from -25 to -5
,
range 3 is from -5 to 15 and range 4 is from 15 to 35 .
The columns of Table 1 correspond to these temperature ranges.
Each tem.perature range is divided into three regions to
improve the linearity assumption. Region I is separated from
region II by the 7,500 pound gross weight line. Region II
is separated from region III by a line connecting the points
where the change in slope of the tv;o lines describing a
range is maximum. Therefore, each column of Table I contains
the coefficients needed to describe four line segments; one
within each region and one which separates region II and
region III, The second table is a seven by three array.
The gross weight for the HGWI/HH-IK may range from 6,000
to 9,500 pounds. The curves which describe the correction
for wind speed extend from each 500 pound increment along
the gross weight line. The seven increments correspond to
the seven columns of Table II. Again, to improve accuracy,
the curves of each increment are defined at ten knot intervals
The HGWI/HH-IK corrects for wind speeds up to thirty knots;
therefore, there are three rows per column of Table II.
The constants stored in Table I represent the slopes,
differential slopes, intercepts and differential inter-
cepts of the line segments as described above. Table II
consists of the slopes of the line segments used to correct



























chip. Two eight bit locations are required per constant
stored. Each number is stored in reverse order since this
technique is more compatible v;ith the KCS-4 instruction set.
The upper four bits of each constant are used to indicate
positive or negative numbers. A zero in this location
indicates positive numbers. Negative numbers are stored
in the ROM in tens complement form and the sign character
is set to one.
C. SUBROUTINES
The subroutines used in the HGWI/HH-IK Calculator can
be divided into three main categories: general purpose,
arithmetic, and input-output routines. Appendix C gives
a complete listing of the calculator program.
The general purpose routines are used by the arithmetic
routines and the main program, and perform tasks which are
consistently repeated.
1. MOVE
The MOVE subroutine takes a sixteen digit number
from the RAI-l register specified by CPU register pair ten-
eleven and moves it along v;ith status character zero to
the RAT-! register and status character specified by CPU
register pair fourteen-fifteen.
2, COMPLEMENT
The subroutine COMPLEMENT takes the Tens complement
of the sixteen digit number which is in the R!M register




The SHIFLT routine takes the sixteen digit number
which is in the RAM register specified by CPU register
pair twelve-thirteen and shifts it left the number of decimal
places specified by CPU register fifteen. The number in
CPU register fourteen must agree with the number in CPU
register twelve.
4. ZERORR
ZERCRR takes the RAM register specified by CPU
register pair fourteen-fifteen and places zeroes in each
of its sixteen positions and sets its status characters
to zero.
5« SHIFRT
SHIFRT is used to take a specified RAM register and
shift it right a specified number of decimal digits. The
programmer is responsible for making sure that the correct
digits of the correct register are specified,- SHIFRT assumes
that CPU register pair twelve-thirteen contains the address
of the rightmost digit of the desired RAM register. In addi-
tion, SHIFRT insures that CPU register pair fourteen-fifteen
contains the address of the rightmost digit in the desired
RAM register minus the number of places to be shifted.
6. SWITCH
SV/ITCH is a data manipulation routine which takes
two eight bit v/ords from the ROM address specified by CPU
register pair zero-^ne. The first one-and-a-half v;ords are
the desired number in BCD. These three BCD digits are stored
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in the first three positions of the specified RAIi register.
The last half of the second word in RAM is written into
status character zero. If this is an odd number, it indi-
cates the number is negative and this number is in tens
complement form. As a result, nines must be placed in
positions three to fifteen of the designated RAM register.
7. 11^IT
INIT initializes the CPU by placing zeroes in CPU
registers two through fifteen, a one in register twelve,
and a two in register fourteen. INIT also clears both the
accumulator and the carry.
8. LOAD
Subroutine LOAD is required because of an idio-
syncrasy of the machine. VJith the MCS-4 one cannot fetch
indirect (FIN) from ROM unless the FIN instruction is on
the same chip as the constant to be fetched. LOAD transfers
an eight bit word from ROM to CPU registers two and three.
9. INITC
INITC is a routine which initializes the CPU regi-
sters with constants which are needed to compute the address
of entry into a table of constants. These constants are
particular to an aircraft type; therefore, they are stored
at the base of data Table I.
10. ASCOL
After INITC has loaded into CPU register four the
RAI4 location which contains the computed no-wind gross weight,
ASCOL is called to inspect the contents of that RAM. The
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column of Table II which contains the constants of interest
is numbered corresponding to the number of 500 pound incre-
ments above a given base value. ASCOL sets a flag by
incrementing CPU register eleven if the weight value in
the designated RATI location has a hundreds digit of five
or more. The value of the thousands digit is then loaded
into CPU register nine. Control is then returned to the
calling program.
11. COLNUT^
When COLNUM is called, INITC will have loaded a
base value in CPU register six, and either TEMPCOL or
ASCOL v;ill have loaded CPU register nine with a value to be
compared to this base. The base value is the minimum value
of temperature if access of Table I is desired or the
minimum thousands digit on the gross weight scale if access-
ing Table II. COLNUM compares register nine with register
six and increments the register six value until it is greater
than the value in register nine. By fixing the value of the
increment and counting the number of increments made, the
column number of Table I or the number of thousand pound
increments which will be used to determine the column number
of Table II, is computed and stored in CPU register eight.
12. COLNUMAS
The subroutine COLNUMAS computes the column number
of Table II. COLNUMAS doubles the value in CPU register
eight which v;as returned from COLNUTI and adds CPU register





This routine loads from the table of constants the
number of rows per column in a given table and stores the
value in CPU register seven. The base address of the de-
sired table of constants is loaded into CPU register pair
zero-one.
14. ASCHECK
To insure that the input value of wind speed is
acceptable, ASCHECK inspects the wind speed RAI^l location.
Values of wind speed greater than thirty knots cause ASCHECK
to initiate the error routine.
15. TSMFCOL
Prior to calling TEMPCOL , the RAM location of the
scaled input temperature will be loaded into CPU register
pair four and five by INITC. TEMPCOL checks the value in
that location to insure the input temperature is greater
than -45 . If not, the value is outside the -range of this
application and an error condition results. If the input
temperature value is acceptable, TEMPCOL loads the tens
digit of that value into CPU register nine and increments
it by one if the value of the units digit is greater than
zero. The number returned in CPU register nine will be
referenced by COLNWI to determine the column number of
Table I to access.
16. ADDRS
This subroutine is called after the CPU registers
have been initialized. The column number of interest will
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have been loaded into register eight by TEMPCOL and CGLNUlXi
for Table I or by ASCOL, COLNUTl and COLNUMAS for Table II.
The table base address was loaded into register pair zero-
one and the value of the number of rows per column was
loaded into regiser seven by LOADROBAS, ADDRS then com-
putes the address of entry into the respective table of
constants by adding to the table base address the product
of the column number and the number of rows per column.
Control is returned to the calling program with the re-
quired address in register pair zero-one.
17. TESTPA
The input value of pressure altitude is inspected
by TESTPA. Values greater than 20,000 result in an error
condition.
The arithmetic routines are used in the computation
of the problem. All negative numbers are in tens complement
form with an odd number stored in status character zero.
This status character is an easy means of detecting negative
numbers. The procedure is to read the status character into
the accumulator, clear the carry bit and then rotate the
accumulator right one bit. If the carry is oh, the number
is negative; if it is not on, the number is positive.
18. ADDIT
An arithmetic routine which takes two sixteen digit
numbers in RAIl registers zero and one and adds them together.




Subroutine SUBTRACT takes a sixteen digit number
in RAM register one and subtracts a sixteen digit number
in RAM register zero from it. If the number in RAM regi-
ster zero is negative, the routine recomplements it and adds
it to the number in RPM register one. The resulting number
is always in RAM register zero,
20. MULT
MULT is a six digit multiply routine using the
shift-and-add algorithm. MUI.T calls SETUP which determines
whether the answer will be a positive or a negative number.
This is determined by adding the status characters of the
two numbers. If the result is an odd number, the multi-
plication will yield a negative number. If it is an even
number, the resulting multiplication is positive. The re-
sult of the multiplication is in RAI«1 register zero.
Input-output control of the program is accomplished
through CHECKNOSTROBE. The program remains in a loop as
long as there is no key on the keyboard depressed. Inside
this loop is a call to subroutine DISPLAY which displays
the sixteen digit contents of RAM register fifteen. When
a key is not depressed, ROM port 1 is read as a one and the
loop continues. As soon as a key is depressed, control of
the program is transferred to CKECKSTROBS. CHECKSTRCBE uses
the five-bit key code to index a table called KEYTAB.
KEYTAB consists of thirty two jump unconditional instructions
each of which corresponds to a legal key or an illegal key.
27

There are twenty seven keys on the prototype, sixteen legal
keys and eleven illegal keys. Control is transferred to the
correct code for the depresse'^ key through these jump un-
conditional instructions in KEYTAB. There are seven routines
for legal keys. An illegal key merely transfers control back
to CHECKNOSTROBE. The legal keys are described below.
1. Number
The code associated with a number key takes a deci-
mal digit and stores it into RAI^I register fifteen in the
next available digit position. Control is then transferred
back to CHECKNOSTROBE.
2. Temperature
The code for the temperature key takes the decimal
number in RAI^I register fifteen, adds forty-five to it as a
scale factor and places the result in RAM register A. Control
is transferred to OUTCLEAR which loads fifteen into RAM regi-
ster fifteen. This character displays as a blank. OUTCLEAR
then transfers control to CHECKNOSTROBE.
3. Speed
When the speed key is depressed, this code transfers
the decimal digit of RAM register fifteen to RAM register
six, then transfers control to OUTCLEAR which, in turn,
transfers control to CHECKNOSTROBE.
4. Altitude
This key transfers the decimal digits in RAM register
fifteen to RAM register five and, after shifting left two







This code allows negative temperatures to be placed
into the prototype. If the number is negative when the
temperature key is depressed, the contents of RAM register
fifteen is complemented and then the forty-five scale factor
is added.
6, Compute
The compute key transfers control to the start of
the main program. After computation has been completed and
the correct answer is stored in RAM register fifteen, control
is returned to CHECKNOSTROBE which will display the result
v;hile waiting for further input,
7, Clear
When the clear key is depressed, this code trans-
fers control to OUTCLEAR which blanks out RAM register fif-
teen and then returns control to CHECKNOSTROBE.
Two service routines are used by CHECKNOSTROBE and
CHECKSTROBE. They are:
1. DELAY
The DELAY routine is a double nested loop v/hich, due
to instruction cycle time, results in a five hundred micro-
second wait.
2. CHECK
CHECK is a service routine which, during each trans-
fer of a number from RAM register fifteen to another register,
checks to see if the number being transferred is a fifteen.
If it is, the fifteen is not transferred and control is




The main program is the problem flov; controller for the
HGWI« This section of software calls the available sub-
routines to perform necessary arithmetic operations and
character manipulations in order to arrive at a solution.
The main program is entered with the input parameters loaded
into their respective save registers of RAT^, Register five
contains the pressure altitude, register six holds the wind
speed and register ten contains the scaled temperature.
Registers four and nine are temporary locations used to save
TI , a temperature increment used to adjust the base tem-
perature line within a given range, and tlie various stages
of computation of gross weight, respectively. The CPU
registers are cleared and then initialized with constants
which enable subsequent subroutines to compute the input
temperature range. The column number, the number of rows
per column, and the base address of Table I will permit
computation of the address of entry into Table I. As was
mentioned, the no wind gross weight for this application
is determining by first computing a weight value by assuming
the input parameters, tem.perature and pressure altitude, v/ill
fall in region II of Figure 3. The algorithm used in the
solution of this application consists of the following steps:
1. First determine an initial value for V/ which satis-
fies the equation:
W = A(1-B.TI)PA + C + D.TI
Where A is the slope of the segment representing the highest
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temperature in region II, B is the difference between the
slopes of the bounding segments divided by the difference in
temperature representation of the bounding segments, and C
is the value of the intercept along the abcissa of the base
segment within a particular region. The value D is the
difference betv;een the intercepts of the bounding segments
of a particular region divided by the difference in temper-
ature representation of those bounding segments,
20
FIGURE 3 GROSS V/EIGHT - 1000 LBS.
TI is the difference betv;een the value of temperature repre-
sented by the base segment and the scaled input temperature,
and PA is the input pressure altitude. The constants A, B,
C and D are available in Table I. They are stored with at
most three characters of significance.
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2, The next step is to determine a value for V/, v;hich
satisfies the equation:
W^ = E.PA + F
Where E is the slope of UV, the line which separates region
II from region III, and F is the intercept along the abcissa
of UV.
3. The computed value of W is then compared to the
computed value of W,
•
If W is greater than W
,
, then the input parameters must
fall in region III. If the comparison of step 3 determines
that W is less than W
.
, then step 3a is executed. Other-
wise, step 4 is executed.
3a. Compare the computed value of W with the weight
value, 750C, which separates region I from region II.
If the compare of step 3a determines that V/ is greater
than 7500, then W must be the final no-wind gross weight.
If, however, W is less than 7500, step 4a is executed.
4. Finally, the new constants A3, B3, C3 and D3 appli-
cable to the segments of region III are substituted for the
initial values in equation one and a final no-wind gross
weight is computed.
4a. Upon reaching this final step, new constants Al
,
Bl , CI, and Dl are substituted into equation one. V7, the
final no-wind gross weight, is computed.
For the HGV/I/HH-IK, the final no-wind gross weight
computed above must be adjusted to compensate for the scale
difference between the units along the ordinate and abscissa
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of Figure 3. The main program beginning at the label XINIT
accomplishes this adjustment with the equation:
W = W4 + 6000
If a flag had been set to indicate the presence of wind,
the no-wind gross weight is now modified to account for the
contribution to lifting capability due to wind. The correc-
tion is made using the equation:
W = K.AS + W
o
V/here K is the scale factor, 50, times the slope of the
segment of interest, AS is the magnitude of the input wind
speeds, and VJ is the previously computed no-wind gross
weight.
The column number for entry into Table II is determined
by inspecting W . For this application, the slope of the
weight correction lines is changed at each ten knot increment.
Therefore, for values of v/ind speed in excess of ten knots,
the first W computed replaces Wq for the next iteration.
This process, illustrated by dotted lines in Figure 4, may
need to be repeated at most twice. The computed gross weight
is then moved to the display register.
! I




The data for this application v;as extracted from the
nomograph shown in Figure 5, The information produced by
this system is therefore of the same quality and value
as that obtainable directly from the nomograph. The nomo-
graphs are constructed from data obtained from test flights
and are adjusted to apply to a helicopter equipped with a
specification engine. An adjustment is made to allov/ for a
five per cent fuel gauge error. Manufacturers guarantee
that all engines will perform at or above the level of a
specification engine. The gross weight values are there-
fore maximum only to an aircraft with a specification engine.
Nomographs applicable to several models of operational
helicopters are included in Appendix A, The similarity of
the various nomographs would allow, v;ith minor modifi-
cation to this system, a general system applicable to any
of the associated aircraft. The only requirement would be
to replace the ROM chip which contains the tables of constants.
A system comparable to the prototype could be produced
at an approximate unit cost of $350. For an associated
cost increase, the system could be easily adapted to analog
inputs from temperature and pressure sensing devices,
requiring only that the pilot dial in the headwind speed.
In this manner, one could have a continuous read-out of
maximum gross weight for hovering. This would be parti-
cularly useful for the loading of troop-s or cargo because
before the pilot lands, it v/ould be possible to know how
much added weight he could take on.
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If it were desired to allow the pilot to vary any or'
all of the inputs, it would be possible to keep the analog
input, but also be able to set the variable at any desired
value. This would allow a pilot to determine his safety
margin before every take off and landing.
The primary contribution made by a system similar to
the prototype described here is the rapid on-board avail-
ability of a measure of the hovering capability of the
aircraft. The validity of this measure could be improved
with a careful analysis and possible modification of
existing data representations. Also, due to the fact that
the micro-computer is programmable, alternative methods of
solution could be tested until an acceptable technique is
developed.
An operational system of this design is applicable to
an aircraft model. A system which will produce performance
data for a particular aircraft of a model is more desirable
but significantly more expensive both for initial installa-




A low cost, accurate, effective prototype of a micro-
computer-based helicopter flight performance system has
been built. Improvements are needed in keyboard design,
data input and data storage techniques, but the feasibil-
ity of making a helicopter flight performance system work
with a microcom.puter has been proven. Prior to this, it
was known that a man, given the time, could perform the
task of figuring out maximum gross weight for hovering. It
was also known that a sophisticated, but expensive, com-
puter system could be built to accomplish basically the
same task as the pilot except a computer v;ould prove more
accurate and faster than an interpolated answer. Now it is
kno\"/n that it is possible to build a less expensive, less
sophisticated computer system. This computer system would
rely on the pilot to input the desired parameters, but
would produce an accurate result for a fraction of the cost




Prototype operation requires depressing a sequence
of number keys followed by a control key until all desired
input parameter values are loaded. Parameter values for
the HGV7I/HH-IK must be within the ranges given below. The
compute key may be depressed at any time. V7hen the compute
key is depressed, the values which are currently in the
machine are used for the computation of maximum gross weight
for hover.
To clear the values of temperature, altitude and wind
speed, one merely depresses the corresponding control key.
If one only desires to enter or change one number, all that
is necessary is to enter the desired number and then depress
the correct key. This will place the new number in the
desired location and leave the other tv;o inputs the same as
before. The same procedure is followed if more than one
number is to be changed.
There are certain ranges for acceptable input values.
These are due to the ranges on the graphs and also limi-
tations of the aircraft. If an input number is outside
of these ranges, an error will be indicated by all nines
appearing on the display. The acceptable ranges are:
TEMPERATURE: -45° C. to 35° C.
WIMDSPEED: Knots to 30 Knots
ALTITUDE: Feet to 20,000 Feet
If an error is encountered, one merely depresses the EM
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(clear) key and then inputs the correct number. If no
error is encountered, the maximum gross weight for hovering
will appear in the display after the compute key has been
depressed. The pilot must take this number which is dis-
played and compare it to his present gross weight. From
this comparison, the pilot decides whether a landing or
take off can be made.
It is possible to recompute the maximum gross weight
for hovering with different inputs with this prototype.
The pilot merely depresses the clear key to clear the
display and then enters the values of pressure altitude,
temperature, and/or wind speed he wishes to change. After
these are entered, he depresses the compute key and the new
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WHEN LIMITED BY TK ANSMISSIOHj
RATING, USE DASHED INFLLENC,
LINES ON ROTOR RPM SCALE
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